The first in depth seminar
of this ground breaking
work in Australia, and an
absolute 'must' to
understanding more
about prescribing mineral
medicines in practice.

PETER TUMMINELLO
'Psyche & Structure'
SATURDAY 21ST & SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
9.30 - 5PM
CROWS NEST COMMUNITY CENTRE, SYDNEY
7 CPD POINTS PER DAY

Register online
https://www.homeopathyoz.org/events
"THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES ARE SEVEN
ARCHYTYPES WHICH ARE ROOTED IN SCIENCE.
THESE STRUCTURES COME TO LIFE IN THE BROAD
BRUSH STROKES OF THOUGHT AND FEELINGS OF
OUR CLIENTS."

Peter Tumminello has been in
homeopathic practice for over 30
years. He is the author of 6 books
including 'Twelve Jewels', along with
its addendum volume, Rose Quartz:
Garden of the Heart'. In 2017, having
completed a decade of research on the
nature of crystallisation in mineral
based medicines, 'Psyche and
Structure' was published, allowing a
refined understanding of the
implications of crystal structure in
modern homeopathic practice.

Date & Timings:
Sat 21st & Sun 22nd Sept 2019
9.30-5pm daily
Venue:
Crows Nest Community Centre,
Ernest Pl. Crows Nest, Sydney
To receive your Early Bird discount
register now!

'Psyche and Structure minerals, crystals and
personality typology'
In this important two day seminar
Peter will share his deep
understanding of the crystal
structure, which is a significant key
to unlock the vast array of
medicines made from the minerals,
crystals and organic compounds.
This is the fruit of decades of
proving and clinical work through
which he has identified the
common themes of the seven
classic crystal structures that
govern the creation of these
substances. It is a rich complement
to proving materials, as well as the
work of Scholten, Sankaran and
Welte. This seminar is an
exposition of Peter's recent book,
Psyche and Structure and builds
on his previous work, Twelve
Jewels. Peter will use his
understanding of structure, along
with standard symptomatology
and case analysis, plus the use of
the colour symptom to shine a
light into the enigma that is our
extraordinary materia medica.
Presented by the AHA NSW Branch
General enquiries: contact.ahansw@gmail.com

Full registration details
https://www.homeopathyoz.org/events

For help with registration and payment contact:
info@homeopathyoz.org or 0421 672 023.

